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But first: why could remote sensing help achieve agricultural intensification targets? (sub-Saharan Africa, and beyond)
Fertilizer use:
12 kg/ha

Cultivated land:
20% of arable

Yesterday
Sukumba, Mali, 2014
50-70 cm pan time series
multispectral (4-8 bands)
$ 0.25/ha

Today
30 cm pan time series
superspectral (29 bands)
$ 0.23/ha (ms: $ 0.15/ha)

Tomorrow?
20 cm pan time series
hyperspectral (50+ bands)
$ 0.1?/ha

Demand
growth:
exponential

Mutations: land,
credit, inputs

Heterogeneity:
unequalled

Yield gaps:
enormous

Info. technology:
nimbler cheaper

Never before have coordinated ground-air-space data been generated at such spatial, temporal densities

Mali example (2014) plant growth
ground measurements
48 fields over 30km2
x 5/6 fertility plots
x 5 quadrats
x 5 plants
x 3 variables
x 3 visits
59,400 records

Variables measured
Biweekly:
 light interception / LAI
 f-cover
 plant height
 chlorophyll content
 BBCH devpt. stage
End-of-season:
 FW, DW for veg. & repr.

Then: what can remote
sensing tell us about small
holder crops response to
environment, management?
Landscape scale (inter-field variability)
Fertilization

fertilization effect (peanut)

Crop type

inter-field variability (peanut)

[other management x environment]

inter-field variability (5 crops)

 Fertilization and genotype effects dwarfed by
other management factors
 Equifinality problems ensue in attributing
crop response to particular practices
 VHR imagery akin to mechanistic models in
data-scarce environments (‘GIGO’)
 Mobile sensor networks more efficient at
capturing particular management data
2.5

Parcel scale (intra-field variability)

R2= 0.25 Maize

R2= 0.69 Millet

R2= 0.56 Sorghum

R2= 0.42 Peanut
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Rel. yield

 Yield positively correlates with light
interception (leaf area index)
 Yield negatively correlates with canopy
heterogeneity
 Diverging views on heterogeneity
management substantiate opportunity for
participatory precision agriculture
 Source: SenseFly eBee data mosaics,
Sukumba (Mali), 2014
 (www.stars-project.org)

R2= 0.61 Cotton
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RS of smallholder crop response to fertilization at scale is thus possible if and only if
stratified at a landscape level (across household endowment and soil fertility classes)

intra-field variability: lowlands - midslope - plateau (sorghum example)

midslope, late

lowlands, early + homogeneous

plateau, late + heterogenous

So: how can remote sensing data be used most effectively in
smallholder and commercial farming?
Sentinel1-2-3
Worldview2-3
…

RAW t+n
…
RAW t+1

Imaging technologies

UAV

earth
observation
data

raw
imagery

M
dy=f(E,M) L I H
L
E I
H

+
farmer feedback loops

calibrated
knowledge
content

Example: soil
fertility management

R&D
team

Hybrid
stratification

Management: labor,
equipment, agronomy
(sow, weed, …)

Socio-economic
typologies

+
‘Next-gen’ advisory
services

Biophysical
typologies

soil
samples

farmer
practices

input
supplier

BeycatTM
franchisees
farmer

+ … + … +

?

Environment: soils
(WHC, fertility,…)

soil
sampling

KC t+n
…
KC t+1

ISABELA Value
Proposition
2: develop digital
libraries
and algorithms
Hypothesis
2: inability
to cost-effectively
recognize
cultivated
species infor
smallholder fields
smallholder
crop recognition
at of
scale
significantly protracts
the prediction
and valuation
seasonal agricultural
production, prevents equitable access to physical and financial inputs and
markets by smallholders and agro-dealers

Hypothesis 1: lack of transparent
land tenure information systems = key deterrent
ISABELA Value Proposition 1: provide a
to sustainable investment in land resources by
sustainable, subscription-based rural land tenure
smallholders, communities and the local private
information service supported by very highsector. Disempowers them in both their current
resolution satellite imagery
internal transactions and in transactions with
urban and international investors
From a business / sustainability perspective, what did we learn from STARS in West Africa? … >> that ISABELA
value propositions were too supply-driven, and maybe too focused on the smallholder as a direct client

Demand is from third-party customers… bundling services in a
multi-client business model including input credit, indexbased insurance based on RS crop productivity indices brings
cost of imagery services to an estimated few $/ha

?

3km

Farmers have the means to pay, but… (i) the volume of land
transactions in rural areas is too small to sustain a sole
subscription-based land tenure information service in both
Mali and Nigeria sites (with or without imagery support) and
(ii) land tenure policy is not (yet) conducive

Example: index-based insurance

from technical
opportunity…

… to systemic
solution

From:
index parameterization (maize@Nioro)
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In a specific geography x crop (e.g. Nioro, maize): ‘maximum
attainable yield’ in a good year is 3,200 kg/ha
Start of season: all producers subscribe insurance contract with
‘insurable attainable yield’ of 2,240 kg/ha as base
Attainable and insurable yields are prorated on seasonal climate
outcome (bad, modest, medium, good)
End of season: MANOBI collects actual farmer yields, function
of climate and practice
Payouts: based on start of season insured capital, climatic
outcome, insured attainable yield (function of climate), actual
farmer yields at end of season (function of climate and
management)

700

1,200

Cumulative Annual Rainfall







Case1: early season drought = failed start >
seed cost paid to farmer
Case 2: good year > no payout
Otherwise: sliding payout scale based on
maximum attainable yield, potential
attainable yield, actual farmer yield and
retail cost
Not covered: losses due to sub-optimal
farmer practice

To:
compliance certification support
Time
e.g.
maize

yearly
MAY

JUN

JUL

MANOBI will monitor fieldlevel farming practices to
prove stakeholder
compliance
#
producers/cooperative/cro
p

Value chain

C M P

R

x

x

x

# ha of land prepared
tillage type
parcel flooding

x

# ha sown on optimal date

x

x

x

Verification
methods

Banks will sequence and adjust credit
installments to reduce diversion risks
and cash-out in SH markets

Insurers will more precisely decouple
climate risk from management
effects to tailor coverage for SH
markets

Mobile

Estimate market size

Estimate market size

Satellite,
mobile

Dimension needs for input credit.
Adjust, release install. #1 (seed,
fertilizer)

Adjust premiums

x

# ha crop established
planting density

x

x

Mobile
Satellite,
mobile

Monitor early crop failures. Adjust,
release early payouts.

x

x

x

x

x

Mobile

x
x

x

Satellite,
mobile

Estimate harvest volume. Adjust,
release install. #3 (commercialization
credit)

Monitor attainable yields & yield gaps.
Adjust payouts

x

x
x

…

…

…

…

# ha harvested on time

Satellite,
mobile

Confirm harvest volume. Estimate
harvest quality

Monitor late crop failures (terminal
drought, mold,…). Adjust, release late
payouts

# ha optimally fertilized
# ha optimal canopy
condition
f-cover
pruning
weeding

…

SEP

Dimension needs for other inputs
credit (seed, fertilizer, pesticides,
implements,…). Adjust, release install.
#2 (fertilizer, pesticide,...)

x

JUL

AUG
++

Adjust premiums

R&D portfolio










Customized farm-gate fertilizer
recommendations inferred using
RS of field-level attainable yield
gaps, inverse modeling using insitu soil data and ExM typologies,
next-gen tools based on STARSOneTM & sister apps
Migration from rain gauge to
satellite index-based insurance
products using DG field parcel
databases and Sentinel2 time
series
field-scale agricultural land
valuation based on multi-year
simulations of various
agricultural enterprises as parcel
level combinations of genotypesby-management-by-environment
(GxExM)
land tenure services associated
with digital finance
= franchised farm advisory and
network chain optimization
services

Fertilizer recommendations (STYLOS)
+ Index-based insurance (STAIRS)
Proofs of concept
(subdivision):
+ Guarantee fund (STRAPS)
YR1 products
- hybrid biophysical x graduated to pilots
+ Land titling
YR1 products
socioeconomic
targets

- nested sampling
frames
- parcel boundaries
- cropped
area/species
- Crop performance
monitoring

- quantified yield
gaps
- fertilizer doses
optimized
- ...

(district)

+ new proofs of
concept:
- rain gauge indices
designed
- remote sensing
indices designed

- contracts for
enhanced risk
management
(fertilizer)

graduated for
upscaling (region)
YR2 products
graduated to pilots
+ new proofs of
concept:
- mainline
commercial banks
connected to
farmers

- imagery-based apps
& advisory services - multi-year
agricultural parcels
- ...
simulation &
valuation
- ...

YR1 products at scale
(country)
YR2 products
graduated for
upscaling (region)

YR3 products
graduated to pilots
+ new proofs of
concept:
- distributed land
tenure services w/
financial services
- ...

R&D architecture (2018+)










Initial 5-member core
team, Dakar based,
reports to CEO
Scalable to East,
Northern, Central,
Southern Africa
Linked to Business Units
for market intelligence,
data, operationals (Field
data networks, Support
services)
Leverages donor
investment, scientific
partnerships to grow
(when needed:
outsource) higher-end
computing (Image
analytics, Next-gen
heuristics)
Anchored on cloud and
sub-regional GSDC
infrastructure

Africa GSDN backbone


Aim: leverage EO data storage &
diffusion of derived agricultural
services over the entire African
continent



Security: ensure redundancy
and maintain historical archives
for new market-driven products
and services design



Scalability: prepare migration
from super- to hyper-spectral,
graduate prospective markets
for commercial imagery
providers



Agility: develop R&D
intelligences specific to
heterogeneous African regions,
market opportunities &
demands with IT



Entry points: inputs access /
targeting optimization, ag.
insurance, agronomic advisory,
credit / financial / land services

From EO data to farm-gate services
Competitive

Pre-competitive
mAgri

IT TOPOLOGY

Knowledge Data Supplier

mAgri Data Center

Input Data

mAgri BDS Platform

Client workspace

mAgri Services

Data Storage

Management Team
Workspace

Cloud

BDD
Data & Spatial

Web Service

Spatial Data Transformation
KML, GeoJson, SQLite

Field Team Workspace

Aggregation Data
Model Directory

(Standard, Métier)

Data Gathering
Raw
SMS, GPRS, 3G, 4G

Secured VPN
Interconnexion

FTP, VPN, ...

Business App.
Interconnexion

Data Center
Layers
(ShapeFile
Kml
WMS, )

Business Services

Standardized Data
Exchange Protocol

Servers

End User Workspace

API Rest
(Json, XML)

SMS, IVR, GPRS, 3G, 4G, ...

Versionning,
low balancing,
backup, NAS, ...

Data Analysis
&
Visualization

R&D people, resources


Key R&D supporting
partnerships:


NARS, NHMS, (science in
regions)



IARCs (CGIAR), academia,
GEOS (high-end science)



Commercial imagery
providers, input suppliers,
food industry



Science and development
donors



Past/existing projects: STARS,
CASCAID, GEODATICS,
EarthAudit, Sen2agri



Initial prospective annual R&D
budget: EUR 1.5M
… and more

Contact


Our R&D strategy and infrastructure aims to
escalate the überization of world agriculture by
precipitating, through IT+EO and spatialized
digital agriculture, a cradle of (financial,
agronomic,…) innovation inside the largest
untapped agricultural growth market: Africa

www.manobi.com



By efficiently connecting value chain stakeholders it will help
build a more thoroughly vascularized, equitable engine of
world economic growth that leverages the sheer size of the
African smallholder markets

Pierre C. Sibiry Traore
MANOBI Digital Agriculture R&D
pierre.sibiry.traore@manobi.com
Tel: +221 338692050

